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Disruptive innovation is the Holy Grail of business. A fascinating example of disruption is being seen in business 

models arising out of the 'sharing economy'. Defined as the willingness of people to share – often with total 

strangers – the sharing economy describes a new form of behaviour enabled by global connectivity. Babar Khan 

describes these business models and explains their appeal to venture capitalists. 

How do venture capitalists decide whose business model is worth investing in? 

My experience with these shrewd operators is that they typically sit through five or six presentations a day – ranging from the 

mind-numbingly dull to the instantly appealing. 

Since venture capitalists' job is to make money from the businesses they invest in, they scrutinise the logic of the business 

model very carefully. Red flags go up if the business is planning to enter an already saturated market, if it requires outdated 

technology, if the sales cycle is extended, if the launch costs are overstated or if there are too many stakeholders. 
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Revolutionary ways of doing business are making service industries such as car hire cheaper, more flexible and 

more convenient 

Complexity is a problematic element in a business model. Complex businesses have been launched and managed well by a 

few entrepreneurs but, in general, the most straightforward systems appeal the most. Crowded markets are complicated 

because differentiation takes up the business manager's time against other players, which drives up the cost of penetration 

and acquisition. 

A good example of a simple model is Google, which essentially earns on the basis of clicks. Everything else Google does is 

just components of the same concept. 

Models that interest venture capitalists are essentially the flip-side of these features. Of particular interest are the new models 

evolving from the way the sharing economy is evolving. 

What is the sharing economy? 
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Sharing is a human instinct, but it is traditionally confined to friends, family and small communities, where levels of trust are 

high. But in our connected global economy, enabled by new kinds of software, people seem to be willing to share with total 

strangers and this new behaviour is giving rise to fascinating new and innovative business models. 

The sharing economy is revolutionising how consumers spend their money. For example, the accommodation rental website 

Airbnb.co.uk had five million nights booked in the first half of 2012, with an average consumer age of 35 and a business 

valuation of $2.5 billion. Taskrabbit.com, a resource that outsources errands, has four thousand participating 'rabbits' and a 

revenue growth rate of 300 per cent. RentTheRunway.com, a site that enables women to rent designer clothes, has more than 

three million members, has raised over $50 million from venture capitalists and earned $20 million in revenues in 2011. 

The ability of software to connect people will disrupt many established industries because the business models are essentially 

low-cost, require little infrastructure and deliver measurable value. Let's examine two of these new business models – Skype 

and RelayRides – in more detail. 

Skype 

Online audio and video communication service Skype is a fascinating business because it has upset an expensive and slow 

industry, making it impossible for incumbents to react in time. A few months after the launch of Skype, the chief executive of 

AT&T said in a public statement that people would not be interested in speaking into their computers and that free software is 

not a business model. 

The value was created with a software-based solution to a traditional hardware model – a very inexpensive and smart way to 

go. The profit structure is even more appealing, with zero cost to operate, allowing users to use the service 'free' – only 

charging for premium services, thus contributing to its 'Freemium' revenue model. 

The business logic at Skype is simple: it combines viral acquisition with network effects for retention and growth. With a 

customer acquisition cost of $0.001 and a service that prompts users to encourage their friends and family to use it, Skype has 

generated a network effect that means the more people who use it, the more valuable it becomes. 

Skype was built and launched on less than half a million dollars, then raised $2.5 million while growing. Revenue was $5 

million in the first year, $50 million in year two and $150 million in year three. It required no outside assistance (no Facebook, 

no partners) and controlled its own destiny. The value delivered to customers was so immense that a point was reached 

where users actively recruited friends, family and business contacts to use Skype, thus generating more conversions. 

A similar area of mass disruption is occurring in 3D printing, which enables manufacturing at a unit level. Large manufacturers 

are having a hard time responding to the challenge. 

Relayrides 

Another concept built on a business model using existing assets is RelayRides. The world's largest peer-to-peer car sharing 

marketplace, it offers the largest network of cars, comprehensive geographic coverage, great value for renters, high income for 

lenders and, above all, it's a safe and trusted marketplace. The business disrupts traditional car sharing, car rental and car 

ownership models by enabling easy access to a massive fleet of vehicles. In the US, the car ownership market is worth $1.3 

trillion, of which the car rental market comprises roughly 2.3 per cent and the sharing market, at 0.0007 per cent of that market, 

has a valuation of $1 billion. 
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In the current US market, the demographic category known as 'millennials' prefer access to transportation instead of ownership 

of it. Drivers between the ages of 21 and 30 drive 12 per cent fewer miles today than 15 years ago, more than half of 

millennials say driving less is preferable as it helps the environment, and no single car brand ranks high with the demographic. 

Even more striking, 46 per cent of this market would rather have constant internet access than own a car – a finding supported 

by social research examining the shifts in values and status aspirations of this group. 

The average car on RelayRides is four to five years old, and owners rent them out for a third of each month on average, 

earning around $150 per month. That revenue covers the cost of running the car in the first place. 

The appeal of sharing 

One of the most rewarding aspects of the peer-to-peer sharing economy is that these businesses are not just selling a service 

or product, but are also empowering people to make money. RelayRides provides the renter with better value since the 

average rental is 40 per cent cheaper than ZipCar – the company that originally popularised car sharing in the US – and 20 

per cent cheaper than traditional rental agencies. The charges are all-inclusive and, unlike ZipCar, there is no annual fee. 

RelayRides offers unique vehicle selection, unlike the traditional car rental market, which realises economies of scale by 

buying one type of vehicle in bulk. More often than not, these bulk purchases are a mid-range vehicle that few people feel 

enthusiastic about renting or owning. At RelayRides, users can choose from a wide selection of models – from sporty Chevy 

Camaros to eco-friendly Smart cars. Renters also have easy access: the RelayRides network trumps the geographical 

penetration of any other car rental service. 

The company has cars across all 50 US states (which it accomplished just 12 months after launch) and by 2015 it aims to 

have a car available within 10 minutes' walking distance of the average American – the densest geographical reach of any car 

rental company. 

In the US, it is estimated that cars are in use eight per cent of the time, which means that for the other 92 per cent car owners 

have a depreciating asset locked away doing nothing. Unlike its competitors, RelayRides does not need to acquire vehicles to 

rent them out, which is a huge positive from the venture capitalist's point of view as the cost of initial set-up is significantly 

reduced. What's more, unlike other car rental services, all RelayRides' expansion costs are being compensated by the 

consumer car owner and renter. 

How it works 

The economics work like this: RelayRides is a transactional marketplace that charges car owners 25 per cent for every rental 

and renters a 10 per cent fee on top of that. Renters pay for the level of insurance they want based on existing coverage or 

their risk profile, ranging from premium to basic coverage packages. 

While Airbnb, Amazon and eBay charge a mere 15 per cent on transactions, RelayRides charges more to cover and offset the 

insurance costs and minimise damages, if any. This provides owners and renters with liability coverage, which is an 

incremental cost. So the key costs are insurance and customer service, while the traditional fixed costs are technology, 

marketing, and staff salaries and benefits. 

However, the most striking challenge of this business model is the highly complex insurance cover that must be distributed to 
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the car owners, renters and other related parties. RelayRides has partnered with a large insurance company to assess the 

renter's driving ability and other essentials needed to make this work. 

In the future, it is likely that car manufacturers will want to be part of the network. If and when RelayRides achieves its 2015 

goal for geographical coverage, the need to own a car will be reduced and the company expects to become the platform for an 

alternative car ownership model. 

The large car manufacturers will be applying technology to their vehicles to accommodate this new car market. Rather than 

being tied to one vehicle, the user experience could be linked to as many vehicles as required. But how do the respective 

parties in the deal know they can trust each other? 

 

The importance of reputation 

The most crucial aspect of the sharing economy is a trustworthy reputation – the more data you have on all the parties 

involved, the safer all participants feel. RelayRides' biggest advantage is that it screens drivers' motoring history and 

experience using publicly available data. Feedback on bad experiences via complaints websites and social media is instant 

and can be deadly. In the end, reputation is what protects the business from competitors. 

So one of the most important capabilities to build when managing a sharing marketplace is business intelligence – and that 

means getting the metrics right. With RelayRides, these include supply (traffic, conversions to new owners, fulfilling requests, 

transaction values, lifetime value), demand (sign-ups, sign-up conversions, repeat rentals) and transactions that allow the 

service to optimise marketing strategy and spend. Trust and safety metrics include the percentage of transactions that result in 

claims for damages, the nature of the claims, how to anticipate high-risk customers and being able to place more safeguards 

to mitigate these risks. 

A young company needs a model that works using a full range of metrics. However, in the end, all the answers aren't clearly 
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present in any company. Entrepreneurs need to work towards perfection with measuring tools, trying new tactics to get data, 

to improve over time and reach a stage where progress keeps the stakeholders happy. 

About the Author 

Babar Khan heads the PR and corporate branding functions for the EMEA division of Ephlux. He is also an editor at Trango.co 

and mentor for high school students at The Citizens Foundation. 

Trango.co babarkj@gmail.com 
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